GENERATIONS
IN TIME OF LOCKDOWN
HOW WAS IT? WHAT’S NEXT?

We took the Lockdown as a unique
opportunity to gain better understanding
of the generations’ specific differences
in terms of their…
•
•
•
•
•

Key values
Coping strategies
Impact on various spheres of life
Derived «lessons»
Learnings for brands

3 generations, 18 persons, 5 days and 821 posts
gen

Z
xxxx

Dmitri, 20

Dmitri, 21

Maria, 20

Catherine, 21

Anastasia, 22

Nikita, 23

Natalia, 32

Alexei, 33

Maria, 27

Mariana, 26

Alexei, 31

Alexander, 29

Tatiana, 40

Denis, 41

Yuliya, 43

Anna, 46

Alexander, 50

Sergei, 43

gen

Y
gen

X

Methodological Notes
1

Special recruitment approach for each
generation: apart from age and life
stage, there was also a set of attitudinal
statements

2

We arrived «at the right moment,
at the proper spot»: great engagement,
sincerity, willingness to share their thoughts

Thank you for the interesting research! I truly enjoyed it and peeked inside
myself! And I smiled!!!! Thank you so much!!! :-)
Anna

Mariana

Thank you for the opportunity to be a part of such project,
it was interesting and rewarding for me, too!) I don’t often write down my
thoughts, and now I’ve even started thinking about implementing them in
my real life

Thank you for interesting questions, a chance to ponder on matters we
routinely address in very general terms. It showed me different aspects of
simple, common, yet very important everyday concerns
Alexei

Thank you so much!!! I greatly enjoyed such format of interaction!!! I’m
pleased to be helpful, and it was nice to be able to express my attitudes
and opinions, which, very importantly, was so highly appreciated by you!
Yuliya

Key Learnings about
Generations during LOCKDOWN
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE LOCKDOWN
gen

Z
LOCKDOWN AS PROJECT

• Easy and fast adaptation
• Can turn the situation to their
advantage
• Acquiring practical skills to be used
in the future and appreciation
of new opportunities

gen
Y

gen
X

LOCKDOWN AS EXPERIENCE

LOCKDOWN AS CHALLENGE

• Opportunity to gain new unusual
experience
• Despite significant change in their
lifestyle, could adapt quite easily
• Time for “my things” and everything
that I truly enjoy

• Greater difficulty adapting to the
lockdown: more effort, stress,
and anxiety about employment
and family’s well-being

RATIONAL vs. EMOTIONAL DIALECTICS
gen

gen
Y

gen
X

COMPLETELY RATIONAL

COMPLETELY EMOTIONAL

EMOTIONAL ATTITUDE,
RATIONAL BEHAVIOR

• No much serious concerns about
the lockdown
• The most rational attitude: crisis
as situation at hand
• Fairly thorough compliance with
the self-isolation rule

• Emotional attitude: fast transition
from «apocalyptic sentiment»
to search for positive emotions
• Emotional, not always consistent
behavior, also with regard to
the self-isolation rule

Z

• Emotional negative attitude
to the situation
• Rational and consistent behavior,
step-by-step handling of all problems
and difficulties
• Strictest compliance with
the self-isolation rule

THE KEY TENSIONS
gen

Z
LOSS OF FREEDOM AND PRIVACY

• The smallest tensions: slight
troubles, rather in the practical
aspect
• Most frustrated by
the «infringement» on their freedom
and loss of privacy

gen
Y

gen
X

MISSING IMPRESSIONS
AND PEOPLE AROUND

LOSS OF CONTROL, IMPAIRED
QUALITY OF LIFE

• The biggest contrast vs. their normal
way of life: «life put on hold»
• Restricted opportunities for getting
experiences
• Scarcity of live social interaction
and people around

• The strongest tensions
• Loss of control over the situation and
of the much-needed feel of stability
• Generally impaired quality of life
• Lack of the «safety cushion»

PERCEPTION VECTOR
gen

Z
LOOKING AHEAD

• Start or keep looking ahead
• Trying to prepare themselves
for the future and acquire valuable
knowledge and skills in advance

gen
Y

gen
X

HERE, NOW

LEANING ON THE PAST

• Remain in «here and now» and
keep living in that state due
to impossible planning
• Anticipating the time when the
lockdown is over and the things,
they are going to fill it with

• Live leaning on the past, take it
as important «anchors» providing
the much-needed feel of security
• Let themselves make no plans
and just live in «here and now»

BEHAVIOR STRATEGIES
gen

gen
Y

gen
X

FLEXIBILITY AND PRAGMATISM

ENJOYMENT AND SMARTNESS

CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT

• Flexibility: adjust to changing
conditions quickly and easily
• Pragmatism: know what they want,
seek fast tangible result

• Enjoyment: taking care to ensure
the desired level of pleasure
and happiness
• Smartness: try to act with top
efficacy, smartly manage time
and other resources

• Control: lacking control over
external circumstances try
to control everything they can
• Management of self and family

Z

LOCKDOWN «LESSONS»
gen

Z
ENABLING

• The need to gain practical skills
with prospects of monetization

gen
Y

gen
X

MINDFULNESS AND
PRIORITIZATION

DISCOVERY OF OWN VALUE,
SAFETY CUSHION

• Even greater mindfulness: shifting
the focus from ‘outside’ onto
oneself, figuring out what is truly
important
• Subsequent prioritization
of important things in life
• Collecting moments not things

• Discovering the value of oneself
and me-time – «the air»
• The need for the «safety cushion»
to ensure stability and maintain
the quality of life

Lockdown Illustrations
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What does it all mean
to brands?

16

Two opposite trends…
The core features of each generation
are being revealed and more
prominently exposed – as in any crisis

Generations getting closer and
exchanging patterns due to finding
themselves in similar circumstances
and frequently – in the same space

During the LOCKDOWN people have become
a bit happier and a bit more similar, because
they…
Paid attention to themselves and were satisfied with what they discovered
Experienced the joy of being with their closed ones
Became more caring and learnt empathy
Discovered the joy of self-development and self-improvement
Expanded their online capabilities
Tidied up their lives and homes, have become more practical
Learnt to do a lot of things themselves, and loved it
Recognized the value of little joys
Started thinking about their health
Realized that beauty could be natural
Learnt to enjoy the time at home…
…and even got some pets

What brands need
to understand about each
generation in order to come up
with proper insights?
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ABOUT THEMSELVES
gen

Z
• Appreciating the value
of self, being flexible –
capable of adapting
to the world and
turning the situation
to their advantage

20

gen
Y

gen
X

• Focus on individual
features and special
needs
• The need to maintain
a proper level
of happiness
and esthetics
• Ability to adjust the
world to their needs,
smart resource
management

• Rediscovered value
of self: gen X have
remembered about
themselves,
rediscovered
themselves and their
capabilities, but they
need constant
appreciation of their
success from
the outside world

ABOUT OTHERS
gen

Z
• Loving self and family
while staying selfsufficient
• Starting to recognize
the value of offline
relationship while
having relatively low
social competence,
prioritizing social
connections
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gen
Y
• Social beings
• Huge importance
of offline contacts,
touches, cordiality
• Returning to family
• Transferring the
patterns of socializing
with friends into family

gen
X
• Discovering the joys
of family interaction,
tuning into each other,
understanding, getting
closer, exchanging
experience and
information
• High value of reliable
close circle of friends
and relations

ABOUT MINDFULNESS
gen

Z
• Mindfulness is inherent
to gen Z
• They are constantly
aware of the purpose
of whatever they do,
result-oriented and
take care to gain
practical value and lay
foundation for the
future

gen
Y
• Mindfulness is
an important value
for gen Y allowing
them feel harmonious
• In many instances
it comes as
appreciation of the
moment: enjoying
whatever they are
doing, wherever they
are, whatever they see
• Mindfulness also
implies consonance
with oneself

gen
X
• To gen X, mindfulness
means habitual control
and order, maintaining
the quality of life,
smart choice,
responsible behavior,
ability to accept
current situation
for what it is
• To some it is ability
to devote time to self
and enjoy it

ABOUT WORK
gen

Z
• Work as a profitable
enterprise
• The top priorities are
money, comfort,
and being in demand
• Optimism and
confidence: relevant
skillset can land you
a job at any moment
• Flexibly changing
occupations and
employment modes
seeking higher profit
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gen
Y

gen
X

• Work as passion,
a pursuit that is right for
me
• Rediscovering online
opportunities in their
work
• Remote online work
as new experience
• Adapting easily and
quickly, keeping the
work time and space
apart in a smart way

• Work as a means
of support, the area
of reliability and control
• Less flexible and
adaptive, find greater
difficulty with adjusting
to new conditions,
unwilling to switch jobs
• Work hard,
cannot maintain a firm
boundary between
professional and
personal life

ABOUT PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
gen

Z
• High practical value
of self-education and
personal development
seen as investment
into the future
• Result matters
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gen
Y

gen
X

• To gen Y, personal
development is
a pleasure, joy, fun,
and a source of new
experience
• It is virtually lifestyle
and a part of identity
• The process matters
and should be
enjoyable

• To gen X, personal
development and selfeducation come as yet
another reason for
getting to know and
loving oneself, and
then to share the
results and
achievements
with the world

ABOUT WORK-LIFE BALANCE
gen

Z
• Thoroughly watching
the balance between
study/work and leisure
• Guaranteed to have
enough free time
• New value of little joys
• Recognizing the
importance of
entertainment in life,
tend to outsource it
to professionals

gen
Y
• Getting desired level of
entertainment and joy
is an important
condition for «happy
life»
• Mastery of getting
pleasure and
maintaining the right
balance between work
and leisure
• Drive for new
experiences has
evolved into one of
the core values

gen
X
• Mastering the skill
of «letting oneself go»
and appreciating
the value of little
pleasures, carefree
attitude, joy of
spending time with
loved ones, beauty
of the moment «here
and now»
• Drive towards harmony
between duties and
leisure

ABOUT MONEY / CONSUMPTION
gen

Z
• Smart earners and
spenders
• Monetizing whatever
possible
• Money comes as an
important enabler
of status and
independence
• Know how to «live
within their means»
• Paying attention
to VFM, watching it

gen
Y
• Spending a lot and
with gusto
• Money is no goal by
itself, rather an
important means
of ensuring the desired
level of experiences
and pleasure in life
• Love being smart
consumers,
but in VFM priority
invariably goes
to “value”

gen
X
• Know how to cut costs,
spend money
prudently and
«properly»
• Money is an important
means of control over
the family well-being
and quality of life
• Appreciating VFM,
sometimes prioritizing
the “money” part,
yet still paying great
attention to quality

ABOUT ONLINE AND OFFLINE
Z

gen
Y

gen
X

• Appreciated the
practical value of
online opportunities
• Realized that online
socializing is not
enough
• Turned their eye to
the offline with
new interest
• Transferred their online
skills to the older
generation

• Realized the dangers
of getting absorbed by
the online
• Realized the need
for smart approach
and control
• Felt an acute desire
for offline
communication
and experiences
• Proved dependent
on tactile contact

• Mastered online ways,
yet were missing the
depth, intensity,
and appeal of offline
experiences
• Will be balancing with
newly acquired skills

gen

ABOUT SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
gen

Z
• Care about the world
«we are to live in
future»: importance
of social justice, public
freedom, ecological
security
• High level of tolerance
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gen
Y
• Global thinking
• Caring for the entire
world
• High level of empathy
to the weak and
underprivileged
• Social consciousness
• Concern about the
world being imperfect
«here and now»

gen
X
• Care for the loved ones
as the top priority,
hope for return of the
past stability and
control
• High sensitivity to
social security matters

ABOUT HLS
gen

Z
• Conscious and
responsible attitude
to health, as they were
growing up along with
the HLS concept
• Personalized thoughtful
HLS (what I really need),
rather than imposed
trends and a part
of lifestyle
• Thinking proactively
about their health
and body in the future
perceiving it as
an investment

gen
Y

gen
X

• HLS comes as an attribute
of trendy living, no goal
by itself
• «Flexible» HLS:
from thorough
observance to guilty
pleasures
• Uncompromising
strategy:
food should be healthy
and give pleasure, won’t
accept any significant
restrictions
• «Domestication»
of sports and food

• Tend to be generally
responsible about healthrelated matters
• Traditional basic HLS:
fundamentals of healthy
eating and
«manageable» exercise
• Controlling food
healthiness and diversity
both for themselves
and entire family
• Home-made food is
a routine practice
• Have discovered value
of home exercise

ABOUT BEAUTY
gen

Z
• Happy with themselves,
feeling attractive «as is»
• Tend to basic care
• Inclusive and
democratic approach
to beauty

gen
Y

gen
X

• Appreciate natural wellgroomed beauty
• Showed great interest
to home beauty care:
they enjoy learning
and experimenting
• Value individuality
and diversity of images

• Relatively higher
beauty standards
• Need outside
appreciation
• Were unhappy about
forced DIY beauty care
at home, realized that
professional beauty
services are preferable

ABOUT HOME
gen

Z
• Rethinking attitude
to cleanness and beauty
at home
• More responsible
attitude to the space
around them, willing
to keep it tidy

gen
Y

gen
X

• Home becoming
a space for emotional
recharge and new
experiences,
rather than just a place
to spend the night
• Ever stronger need
to keep the home nice
and cozy
• Decluttering and
rearrangement

• The value of personal
space has grown
significantly higher
• The need for silence,
cozy environment,
possibility to stay alone
and indulge in one’s
me-time

Relevant references for Gens
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gen

Z

Relevant references
YOTA: Master of Traffic

Crazy account
Kitchens on the block in TikTok

Delivery Club:
Wild Delivery

#rational
#entertainment
and fun

#flexibility
#thorough design

#self-irony

#financial benefit

Apps by Megafon
#transparent

#environmental
responsibility

#simple

#up-to-date and hitech

#digital competence

#simple
#fun

gen

Z

Relevant references
FRIENDZONE & DORA —
NON-PERFECT PEOPLE

#borjomingathome
#small affordable
joys
#simplicity
#freedom of
self-expression

#freedom
#self-acceptance
#inclusivity
#independence

#value of own way
#simplicity
#sincerity

Volkswagen: Everything is up to you and your Polo
#freedom
#independence
#value of own way
#inpedendence

gen

Z

Relevant references
Anton Lapenko
EcoMultiCard by VTB

Chupa-Chups by LABELCOM

#absurd
#environmental
responsibility
#practical

#non-standard approach
#absurd

Blue Burger by YOTA in
Krasnodar

# non-standard approach

#freedom of self-expression
#entertainment and fun

gen

Y

Relevant references
#spaceforyourself
Letters about the important from the most
unusual spring in my life

#mindfulness and sensibility
#setting the right priorities
#honesty and authenticity
#lockdown as a space for new
experiences and sensations
#life here and now

gen

Relevant references

Y

Online wine tasting ‘Sklyanki Show’

#engagement
#value of the present, living
here and now
#lockdown as a space for
new experiences and
sensations
#unusual solutions for
socialization
#trendy, interesting, smart

Online branches by Dom Kultur team

Online event platform
https://stayreal.online

gen

Y

Relevant references
Guidelines for making coffee
at home by the Chernyi Cooperative

Дом.ру #canathome

#home as a space for new
experiences and sensations
#high-value eventful life at
home
#solutions for socializing
with family
#the joy of doing things on
one’s own

DIY cocktail kits by Invisible

gen

Y

Relevant references
S7: Travels Everyone’s Been Waiting

#for everyone who’s been missing familiar
impressions
#wide scope of bright experiences, dynamic
life, the world around you
#senses, «analog» world

Tanuki: Arigato

Yandex.Taxi: We missed you

gen

X

Relevant references
YOTA:
Master of Traffic

Miratorg:
Let’s spend the barbecue season
together

#family values
#family time
#well-thought and rational

#value for money
#control and order

#joys
#unity between generations

IKEA:
Let’s preserve all the good things
we’ve learnt

#support in developing and
maintaining new skills and
interests
#family values
#family time
#work-life balance

Given all the above, the question is, could a single
brand be a lovemark for all generations at once?

AGUSHA
41

VS.

TYOMA

VS.

FRUTONYANYA

Appendix 1.
Generation-specific forecasts:
so, what next?
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THE FIRST THINGS TO DO AFTER THE ISOLATION
gen

Z
MEET THE LOVED ONES «LIVE»

gen
Y

gen
X

WANT TO MAKE UP FOR
EVERYTHING, INSTANTLY AND A LOT

WILL HAPPILY RETURN TO
NORMAL LIFE

FORECASTS

gen

Z
STATUS QUO
• Looking into the future calmly, rationally,
in a balanced practical manner
• Expecting no major changes, feeling there
is support from parents and rely on it

gen
Y

gen
X

UNBIASED JUDGEMENT
AND WIDE OUTLOOK

OPTIMISM AND LOCAL OUTLOOK

• Looking «wider» – not only in terms of their
own lives, but also in regard to the country
and society in general
• Not quite comfortable speculating about
the future – used to living here and now

• Thinking within the scope of personal
capabilities and own family
• Optimistic in their forecasts: believe the life
is going to return to its normal course

